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CREW:
CREW:
CREW LEADER:
EVALUATOR:
BEB CERTIFIER:
UNIT
EVALUATION TYPE
DATE (YYYYMMDD)
POINTS
CUTS
POINTS FOR TASK
1. Pre-Mission Crew Establishment
b. Maintain continuity of information on assigned targets 
  ii) Provide recommendations to adjust/refine collection (notional)
50
50
  i) Assess reporting for collection effectiveness
100
c. Post-mission collection refinement 
250
300
a. Report on SCT collection 
2. Conduct SIGINT Analysis and Reporting
a. Establish Cryptologic Support Team site and communications
  i) Establish target history files
50
50
  iii) Incorporate data from existing local and national databases
50
50
  v) Draft SIGINT products as requested in serialized report format
50
  iv) Perform basic link analysis
   ii) Record target procedures, locations, other data
   i) Determine identity of collected transmission
100
100
100
  iii) Identify other time sensitive information and report within SOP timeframe
  ii) Determine location for collected transmission
300
b. SIGINT support to Collection Management
50
 i) Properly set up automation workstations and connectivity
  ii) Analyze PIRs, NAIs and EOB
  iv) Draft initial SIGINT overlay
 vi) Provide verbal map orientation briefing (notional)
50
50
  v) Develop SCPs for SCTs
50
50
  iii) Draft SIGINT SIRs from PIRs
50
50
  i) Analyze higher headquarters plans and orders
 iii) Establish PACE plan for BISE, SCTs, and other elements as required
20
10
 ii) Establish SIPR access
20
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TASK
MAJOR TASK / PERFORMANCE STEP and MEASURES
MAXIMUM POINTS
REMARKS
DIAGNOSTIC
RECORD
900-1000
DISTINGUISHED
800-899
SUPERIOR
OVERALL SCORE
RATING SCALE (Check appropriate level) 
Provide SIGINT support to Collection Management, Analysis and Reporting in support of Operations
700-799
CERTIFIED
0-699
NOT CERTIFIED
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COMBINED TOTAL :
START TIME
STOP TIME
CREW LEADER's SIGNATURE:
BEB CERTIFIER's SIGNATURE:
DATE (YYYYMMDD)
DATE (YYYYMMDD)
DATE (YYYYMMDD)
Major Tasks
Graded Measures
Exceeds Standards (100%)
Meets Standards (85%)
Properly set up automation workstations and connectivity
Correctly sets up and configures assigned equipment as necessary; Top Secret workstations have access to all required databases, mapping program with exercise map data, and exercise toolset (MAST); All CST personnel have necessary accounts, PKIs downloaded, and have completed all required training. Full access is accomplished and CST is ready to move to the next measure within one hour.
Correctly sets up and configures assigned equipment as necessary; Top Secret workstations have access to all required databases, mapping program with exercise map data, and exercise toolset (MAST); At least half of the CST personnel have necessary accounts, PKIs downloaded, and have completed all required training. Access is accomplished and CST is ready to move to the next measure within one hour.
Date of Exam:
CST OIC:
Evaluator Name:
Below Standards (60%)
Cuts (0%)
1. Pre-Mission Crew Establishment
a) Establish the Cryptologic Support Team site and communications
1. Pre-Mission Crew Establishment
b) SIGINT support to Collection Management 
Correctly sets up and configures assigned equipment as necessary; Top Secret workstations have access to all required databases, mapping program with exercise map data, and exercise toolset (MAST); At least half of the CST personnel have necessary accounts, PKIs downloaded, and have completed 
all required training. It takes over an hour to gain full access.
RUBRIC
CST develops an initial SIGINT overlay, digital or analog, which inaccurately depicts the AO or 
does not incorporate some of the following: enemy and friendly information given in the plans and orders, SIGINT specifc details from the given EOB, information from finished exercise SIGINT products.
CST develops an initial SIGINT overlay, digital or analog, which is lacking in detail, but accurately depicts the AO and incorporates enemy and friendly information given in the plans and orders, and includes at least a few SIGINT specifc details from the given EOB and finished exercise SIGINT products.
CST develops an initial, detailed, SIGINT overlay, digital or analog, which accurately depicts the AO and incorporates enemy and friendly information given in the plans and orders, and includes SIGINT specifc details from the given EOB and finished exercise SIGINT products.
Draft initial SIGINT overlay
CST develops incomplete SIGINT Collection Plans for each of the MICO's three SCTs which are missing significant details, are 
not nested within the Brigade's Information Collection Synchronization Matrix, or do not effectively attempt to answer SIR(s).
CST develops mostly complete SIGINT Collection Plans for each of the MICO's three SCTs which are missing a few minor details. Each SCP is nested within the Brigade's Information Collection Synchronization Matrix, and effectively attempts to answer SIR(s).
CST develops a complete SIGINT Collection Plan for each of the MICO's three SCTs. Each SCP is nested within the Brigade's Information Collection Synchronization Matrix, and effectively attempts to answer SIR(s).
Draft SCPs for SCTs
CST correctly develops SIGINT-specific SIRs from the given PIRs. Several PIRs do not have corresponding SIRs (despite obvious ability for SIGINT to 
address the PIR). Some SIRs are not reasonably able to be answered with the MICO's organic collection.
CST correctly develops SIGINT-specific SIRs from the given PIRs. Most PIRs have corresponding SIRs (within reason). The SIRs are reasonably able to be answered with the MICO's organic collection.
CST correctly develops SIGINT-specific SIRs from the given PIRs. All PIRs have corresponding SIRs (within reason). The SIRs are reasonably able to be answered with the MICO's organic collection.
Draft SIGINT SIRs from PIRs
CST can not on its own locate the PIRs, NAIs and the enemy's EOB pertinent to the CST's AO within the plans and orders. The CST demonstrates an incomplete understanding of how to incorporate this information into SIGINT planning and analysis.
CST has identified the PIRs, NAIs and the enemy's EOB pertinent to the CST's AO within the plans and orders. The CST demonstrates an incomplete understanding of how to incorporate this information into SIGINT planning and analysis.
CST has identified the PIRs, NAIs and the enemy's EOB pertinent to the CST's AO within the plans and orders. The CST demonstrates a full understanding of how to incorporate this information into SIGINT planning and analysis.
Analyze PIRs, NAIs, and EOB
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CST NCOIC:
CST CREW MEMBERS:
CST has no access to required databases, or to a mapping program, or to exercise toolset (MAST), or less than half of the CST personnel have necessary accounts, PKIs downloaded, and have completed all required training. (inability to accomplish scenario information required for certification)
Establish PACE plan for BISE, SCTs, and other elements as required
Analyze higher headquarters plans and orders
CST has established a full PACE plan to communicate and pass data with SCTs at the Top Secret (mounted) level; to communicate with SCTs at the secure unclassified (manpack) level; to communicate and pass data with crews in the BISE at the Secret level; and to communicate with any additional external elements as required by the unit. The PACE plan includes tactical communications SOP. PACE plan is established within 30 minutes.
CST has established a partial (less than four means) PACE plan to communicate and pass data with SCTs at the Top Secret (mounted) level; to communicate with SCTs at the secure unclassified (manpack) level; to communicate and pass data with crews in the BISE at the Secret level; and to communicate with any additional external elements as required by the unit. The PACE plan includes tactical communications SOP. PACE plan is established within 30 minutes. 
CST has established a partial (less than four means) PACE plan to communicate (no data transfer) with SCTs at the Top Secret (mounted) level; to communicate with SCTs at the secure unclassified (manpack) level; to communicate (no data transfer) with crews in the BISE at the Secret level; and to communicate with any additional external elements as required by the unit. The PACE plan does not include a tactical communications SOP. PACE plan is established in more than 30 minutes.
CST has read the plans and orders and demonstrates a full understanding of DATE 3.0, the specific scenario's AO, and the enemy force structure.
CST has read the plans and orders and demonstrates an incomplete understanding of DATE 3.0, the specific scenario's AO, and the enemy force structure, and must constantly refer back to the given materials  in order to ascertain the current scenario situation. 
CST does not initially read the plans and orders and demonstrates an incomplete understanding of DATE 3.0, the specific scenario's AO, and the enemy force structure, and must constantly refer back to the given materials regularly in order to ascertain the current scenario situation. 
The CST does not have the ability to communicate with the mounted SCTs at the Top Secret level, or communicate with the manpack SCTs at the secure unclassified level, or communicate with the BISE at the Secret level. (inability to effectively communicate with external crews)
Establish SIPR access
All CST personnel have SIPR accounts. The team has full and uninhibited access to two SIPR terminals at the CST exercise location. This is accomplished within the hour alotted in the previous measure.
A sufficient number of CST personnel have SIPR accounts to maintain continuous access. The team has full and uninhibited access to at least one SIPR terminal within close proximity to the CST exercise location. This is accomplished within the hour alotted in the previous measure.
A sufficient number of CST personnel have SIPR accounts to maintain continuous access. The team has partial (shared) access to at least one SIPR terminal within close proximity to the CST exercise location. This takes additional time over the hour alotted in the previous measure.
CST personnel do not have access to a SIPR terminal. (inability to effectively pass intelligence to All Source crews)
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Major Tasks
Graded Measures
Exceeds Standards (100%)
Meets Standards (85%)
Provide verbal map orientation briefing (intended for All Source Collection Management Crew, but given in this Tier to the evaluator)
A representative of the CST provides a detailed, yet succinct verbal map orientation briefing which includes: any potential answers to PIRs; enemy disposition as seen by SIGINT; enemy and friendly communications and collection considerations (including EW deconfliction as necessary); and organic collection cabilities. From the beginning of this major task, the crew is prepared to brief within seven hours. Brief (without questions) takes from  13 - 17 minutes.
A representative of the CST provides 
a less detailed, or less succinct verbal map orientation briefing which includes: any potential answers to PIRs; enemy disposition as seen by SIGINT; enemy and friendly communications and collection considerations (including EW deconfliction as necessary); and organic collection cabilities. From the beginning of this major task, the crew 
is prepared to brief within seven hours. Brief (without questions) takes
 from 10 - 20 minutes.
Below Standards (60%)
Cuts (0%)
1. Pre-Mission Crew Establishment
b) SIGINT support to Collection Management 
2. Conduct SIGINT Analysis and 
Reporting 
a) Report on SCT collection
2. Conduct SIGINT Analysis and 
Reporting 
b) Maintain continuity 
of information on assigned 
targets 
2. Conduct SIGINT Analysis and 
Reporting 
c) Post-mission collection refinement 
A representative of the CST provides a  verbal map orientation briefing which is either excessively detailed or missing significant information from: any potential answers to PIRs; enemy disposition as seen by SIGINT; enemy and friendly communications and collection considerations (including EW deconfliction as necessary); and organic collection cabilities. From the beginning of this major task, the crew is not prepared to brief after seven hours, or brief (without questions) takes less than 10  or more than 20 minutes.
CST does not respond, or responds late to requests for information. SIGINT products may not be sufficiently detailed or available on SIPR, but are properly sanitized and in a serialized report format. 
CST responds promptly to requests for information by producing SIGINT products which are sufficiently detailed, properly sanitized, available on SIPR, and in a serialized report format. CST is not proactive in this process.
CST responds promptly to requests for information, and proactively produces SIGINT products which answer PIRs or support IPB or Targeting. SIGINT products are sufficiently detailed, properly sanitized, available on SIPR, and in a serialized report format. 
Draft SIGINT products as requested in serialized report format
CST does not recommend changes or its recommendations are tactically or technically illogical.
CST recommends tactically and technically logical changes to collection posture as necessary, but this does not occur regularly.
CST proactively and regularly recommends  tactically and technically logical changes to collection posture as necessary.
Provide recommendation to adjust/refine collection (intended for All Source Collection Management Crew, but given in this Tier to the evaluator)
CST does not incorporate enemy information from local or national databases into their information.
Assess reporting for collection effectiveness
CST proactively and regularly assesses organic collection, accurately identifying the effectiveness of the SCTs.
CST assesses organic collection, accurately identifying the effectiveness of the SCTs, but this does not occur regularly.
CST does not assess organic collection, or if it does, it does not accurately identify SCT effectiveness. 
Perform basic link analysis
CST effectively reconstructs enemy organization in a detailed manner.
CST reconstructs enemy organization in a simplistic manner.
CST is unable to reconstruct anything of the enemy organization.
CST incorporates enemy data from local or national databases into their information and uses it within their analysis, but to less of an effect. 
CST incorporates enemy data from local or national databases into their information and uses it effectively within their analysis. 
Incorporate data from existing local and national databases
CST does not establish a 
database methodology. 
Record target procedures, locations, and other data
CST readily adds enemy information into their database as the information becomes available.
CST adds enemy information into their database but may struggle at times 
to keep up with the information. 
CST does not add enemy information to their database. 
CST establishes a database methodology, but may be somewhat awkward or confusing to use.
CST establishes a database methodology to easily compile and assess information on the enemy.
Establish target history file
Determine location of collected transmission
CST effectively and quickly cross-queues collection from multiple SCTs to produce a refined and accurate location for most transmitters which are collected by multiple SCTs. 
CST adequately cross-queues collection from multiple SCTs to produce a refined and accurate 
location for most transmitters which 
are collected by multiple SCTs, but the process may be laborious or time consuming.
CST does not cross-queue collection from multiple SCTs, or produces erroneous locations. 
Identify all critical intelligence information and report within SOP timeframe
CST identifies and reports all critical information with the appropriate reporting vehicle and within two minutes of identification.
CST identifies and reports all critical information with the appropriate reporting vehicle and mostly within the required timeline.
CST does not identify obvious critical information or regularly exceeds the required reporting timeline.
CST commits a classification violation. (computers seized and access suspended creates inability to continue with certification)
CST commits a classification violation. (computers seized and access suspended creates inability to continue with certification)
Determine identity of collected transmission
CST effectively and quickly cross-queues collection from multiple SCTs to produce a reasonable identification on most transmitters which are collected by multiple SCTs. 
CST adequately cross-queues collection from multiple SCTs to produce a reasonable identification on most transmitters which are collected by multiple SCTs, but the process may be laborious or time 
consuming.
CST does not cross-queue collection from multiple SCTs, or produces erroneous identifications. 
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